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As a fitness icon and motivational mastermind, Shaun T has helped millions of people transform their bodies
and their lives through his HIPHOP Abs, INSANITY, and CIZE workout routines. Really the only obstacles
in life will be the mental ones, and T is certainly for Transformation can teach you to accomplish
astonishing results in your own life, just as Shaun T has in his. T is definitely for Transformation can be a
motivational master class as Shaun demonstrates how to become more flexible and resourceful, give
everything you have, and, most importantly, trust and have confidence in your path to success. And that
inner focus started in his own existence. He became the man and motivator he's today after escaping from
the abuse he suffered as a child, and fighting his way back from a 50-pound fat gain in his early 20s. He
knows firsthand that you can’In T is for Transformation, Shaun T unveils the 7 transformational principles
that guided his progress through life and which are at the core of his incredibly successful workouts.t drop
weight or enjoy better health until you overcome the mental obstacles that trigger bad choices to begin with.
He has always focused on building inner power first, then moving to the surface. But people who think of
Shaun T as just a workout force are lacking something.
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The Ultimate Motivator! I love this reserve! I opened my mind and allowed myself to absorb all that I
possibly could from this book.! I can tell it can be one that I will read through multiple moments. Shaun T
can be an extremely inspirational person. To consider them and grow from them. It is also so real and
genuine. Shaun T helped change my life with his workouts. He runs on the series of exercises to get you
considering your life/situation. It isn't always about telling his visitors what to do and more about getting
them to take into account who they would like to become and defining their very own way to get there.
Open your brain to change! Was not dissappointed Shaun T is an amazing loudspeaker and motivator!
wellness books was amazed how pleasurable and informative. And, needless to say, his workouts are
amazing! Simply amazing and motivational, highly recommended .. I still possess my DVD's. It really adds
and gives more context for some of his preferred phrases from his workout videos.!! I tried Shaun's
workouts and could not manage all the jumping due to knee and foot accidental injuries but cherished his
enthusiasm thus bought this publication.It had been beyond motivating and after a very rough 2 years
emotionally it is just what I needed.I have highlighted and bookmarked nearly every page and was amazed
at all he overcome,yet he's not bitter or depressed. I highly recommend hearing the audio book since it feels
like he is speaking to you!I've a teenage Son who recently came out to us and he has overcome some
adversity and plan to share Shaun's story with him A very easy, heartfelt and soul searching read An
extremely easy, heartfelt and soul searching browse. He shares his lifestyle struggles and how he overcome
them extremely inspirational. If the book doesn't make you think and question your personal will, you're
doing it wrong.! Does it change your daily life, maybe. But will it make you wish to dig deep and make
some changes for the better, certainly. Inspirational doesn’t really cover it. Shaun T is such a great
motivator for both mental and physical fitness! I love his workouts so it is no surprise that I liked his book.
Honestly, simply when I believed I couldn’t adore him anymore, I read this gem. Shaun!’s exercises and
positivity in existence. T25 is the first workout program I completed after delivering my child. Insanity Max
30 continues to be this program that I am proudest to have been able to total (Sweat Intervals, y’all.
DAMN.).But to read his story, to understand his struggles (MANY that he and I share), and to see how hard
he worked and works today. Lovely book Raw, vulnerable, funny as hell. I was in a really bad
situation.We’ll never look at him the same manner. He provides cemented his place as one of my personal
heroes. Excellent book by a wonderful man Shaun T's tale is truly one of inspiration. He is just what he must
be at just the right time. Most of us have struggles in lifestyle. For anyone who has had as much up and
downs and he has also to have that wonderful upbeat personality. Never to be ruled by harmful past
experiences. I found him through his workouts but it became clear quickly that his focus was on building
mental toughness and resiliency utilizing the physical fitness because the means. Everyone deserves to
possess a standard of living. To have good interactions. Foster the positivity, and remove the rest.). He really
places everything out there in this publication showing you that anything can be done when you place your
brain to something and don't allow anything or anyone obstruct you! I've the hard cover publication and
listened to the audio book.I am unable to workout with him but believe that his publication will be my
constant reminder that if our mind wants it and wills it,we can help to make our dreams happen. In his book,
he lays out his tale in detail and uses it to share the skills and methods he's developed to be the person he is
today. ... Shaun T helped change my life along with his workouts. Right now I get to continue my trip with
an increase of of his motivational phrases. His truthbombs hit home. Thank you for this book!!! Very
Inspirational He was honest and motivating. I utilized it as a journal and wrote all through the entire book.
He provides more motivation with the same straightforward and honest earnestness with which he wrote the
book. Shaun T lays everything out. HIPHOP abs was my first Dvd movie from beachbody years back and
since then i have purchased others but i love Shawn T. It is possible to tell he is a really good guy. Want you
keep up success Shawn T. Crazy story. Great story on one of the most influential workout instructors. Great
LIsten I have been a fan of Shaun T because the original insanity. The best motivational book! His book

probably the most inspiring books I have read. It's the ability to get right up and press ahead that gives your
life quality. And it works! Many thanks for letting your fan base in your life just a little closer and locating
the good in a world of crazy! Unbelievable I simply loved it, get to understand the work outs, the instructor,
the person in a whole different light.! I am going to re-read the publication and see what provides changed in
my mindset during the last 8 weeks! The like for himself, his life, his upcoming. GOD CONTINUE TO
BLESS Really great book! Simply amazing. Excellent book for personal development.. I love how it has
little activities in it as well Best self help book Best self help book I’ve read in a while, hit home in a lot of
areas, love Shaun T seeing that a trainer and now writer.I'd also strongly suggest listening to his podcasts
(Trust and Believe is the current one and Define Your Life is also good to listen to! This book helped me
through a terrible part of my life..! I read plenty of personal help &Shaun T includes a way of inspiring so
many of us but after this book you see why he has the ability to pull us in.! Recommend. I have actually sent
this book to 3 friends. LOVE LOVE LOVE Shaun T!. Great job, Mr.I, like an incredible number of other
folks, am consistently inspired and pushed forward by Shaun T.! Trust and Believe His story is powerful and
I like him even more after reading this! Extremely motivating. His message is usually very clear..Trust and
Believe..
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